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12 cannot readily map the interior of a plume. Geometric corrections are used to estimate the vertical

13 component of velocity, compensating for ambient current. The method is demonstrated using data from the

14 main plume at the Grotto vent complex in the Main Endeavour Field, Juan de Fuca Ridge, and the errors

15 due to noise, signal fluctuations, and fluctuations in plume structure are estimated.
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24 1. Introduction

25 [2] Plumes that discharge from high-temperature

26 black smoker-type vents at ocean ridges are being

27 intensively studied as major agents of dispersal of

28 heat, chemicals, and biological material. The buoy-

29 ant plume entrains and mixes with ambient seawa-

30 ter as it rises tens to hundreds of meters to a level

31 of neutral buoyancy. Standard methods of study

32 involve making asynchronous individual profiles

33 of temperature, salinity and light attenuation or

34 scattering versus depth (CTD-transmissometer-

35 nephelometer profiles [Lupton, 1995; Baker et

36al., 1995]). Acoustic Doppler current profilers

37(ADCPs) have been used to study flow velocity

38[Palmer and Rona, 1990; Mitsuzawa, 2003], but

39cannot readily map out the velocity field in three-

40dimensional (3-D) or in 2-D cross sections. First,

41ADCPs do not provide either 3-D images or 2-D

42cross sections, so there is a problem in locating the

43data with respect to the plume boundaries. Second,

44because their sonar beams diverge in space,

45ADCPs cannot readily provide meter-scale resolu-

46tion at the decimeter ranges required for plume

47observations. We report here on development of a

48Doppler method to measure the vertical velocity
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49 field of hydrothermal plumes. This velocity meas-

50 urement, in concert with sonar measurements of

51 plume structure (via mapping of the acoustic back-

52 scattering strength) such as those we have reported

53 previously [Rona et al., 1991; Bemis et al., 2000;

54 Rona et al., 2001], is important to the understand-

55 ing of plume behavior. The goal of this paper is to

56 demonstrate the method using a limited set of data.

57 It is expected that, with larger data sets, the method

58 will be useful for tests of plume models.

59 [3] The data used to illustrate the method were

60 obtained as part of the Vent Imaging Pacific 2000

61 (VIP 2000) cruise during which several types of

62 sonar observations were made within the Main

63 Endeavour Field on the Juan de Fuca Ridge. These

64 measurements employed a sonar system (Kongs-

65 berg Simrad SM 2000) operating at 200 kHz and

66 mounted on the remotely operated vehicle Jason,

67 operated by the Deep Submergence Group of the

68 Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. This sonar

69 was used to observe diffuse flow using acoustic

70 scintillation thermography (AST) [Rona et al.,

71 1997; Johnson et al., 2002] and to obtain three-

72 dimensional images of plume backscattering

73 strength from which plume structure can be

74 inferred [Rona et al., 1991; Bemis et al., 2000;

75 Rona et al., 2001].

76 [4] The Doppler technique reported here employs a

77 standard signal processing method to estimate the

78 component of velocity along the sonar line-of-

79 sight. One of the main technical challenges is to

80 use such single-direction data to infer the vertical

81 component of velocity, and to do this with suffi-

82 cient accuracy and spatial resolution to allow tests

83 of plume models. The method exploits certain

84 geometric properties of plumes to allow estimation

85 of the vertical component of velocity. Averaging

86 over times of several minutes is required to reduce

87 statistical error to acceptable values.

88 2. Experimental Setting

89 [5] A discussion of the experimental situation is

90 useful in order to set the stage for the discussion of

91 plume velocity measurements. The sonar data were

92 acquired with Jason stationary, sitting on the West

93 wall of the Endeavour segment near the Grotto

94vent complex. Video observations showed that the

95main Grotto plume is produced by coalescence of

96at least five vents within a 3 m � 3 m area. The

97summed areas of these vent orfices was equal to

98that of a circle having diameter 20 cm, and the

99initial velocity at each orfice was approximately

100100 cm/s as measured by video tracking of eddy

101structure against a vertical measuring rod. All these

102visual estimates have uncertainty of about ±20%.

103The temperature of the vent water was determined

104to be 359�C using a thermistor probe on Jason.

105Owing to the turbidity of the water near the summit

106of Grotto, some vents may have been missed in the

107video survey. Another potential complication arises

108from the copious discharge of clear water from the

109lower flanks of the Grotto edifice. Portions of this

110water trapped under flanges had temperatures of

111300�C and may have influenced plume formation.

112This is a significant issue, as the sonar data

113reported here were taken during slack tidal current,

114when the clear water is less likely to be advected

115away from the main plume and more likely to mix

116with it. The several smaller plumes issuing near the

117summit of Grotto are estimated to have coalesced

118at a height of about 4–5 m. A significantly lower

119height of coalescence would have been observable

120in the video imagery and a significantly greater

121height would have allowed resolution of separate

122plumes by the sonar. Owing to sidelobe interfer-

123ence by the Grotto edifice, the sonar could not

124image plume structure for heights less than 5 m.

125[6] Three-dimensional Doppler data were obtained

126by a combination of time gating (for resolution in

127range), digital beamforming (for resolution in

128azimuth), and mechanical scanning (for resolution

129in elevation). At each sonar elevation setting, an

130azimuthal interval of 120� was covered by 128

131receiving beams, as shown in Figure 1. It should be

132noted that ‘‘sonar elevation’’ as used in this paper

133is the angle with respect to the horizontal of the

134middle two beams of the sonar. If the roll of the

135platform is zero, the other beams all have smaller

136elevation angles, with the outermost beams having

137the smallest elevation. The azimuthal and elevation

138resolution are both equal to the sonar beamwidth,

1391.4� between half-maximum-power points. The

140Doppler measurements employed a transmitted
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141 pulse of rectangular envelope with a length of

142 1.2 ms. For 3-D Doppler measurements, sonar

143 elevation was changed from approximately hori-

144 zontal to nearly vertical in 1� steps with a time

145 interval of 4.7 s between steps. At each elevation

146 step, a burst of ten identical 1.2 ms pulses was

147 transmitted with separation of 0.2 s, and a total

148 time of about 6 min was required to complete one

149 vertical sweep of the plume. The sonar employs

150 time-varying gain, which increases the gain as a

151 function of range in order to place all parts of the

152 echo time series within the linear portion of the

153 response of the unit’s amplifiers and analog-to-

154 digital converters. The primary factor limiting the

155 range of the measurements reported here was noise

156 originating from Jason rather than non-linearity of

157 the electronics.

158 [7] Two-dimensional ‘‘slices’’ through the main

159 Grotto plume were obtained by repeated trans-

160 missions at a fixed sonar elevation angle of 37�.
161 Bursts of 16 pulses of 1.2 ms length were trans-

162 mitted at an interval of 3.8 s with a time separation

163 of 0.235 s between pulses. The data set reported

164 here consists of 75 such bursts, with a total data

165 acquisition time slightly less than 5 min.

166 [8] The sonar system was calibrated to record

167 absolute backscatter pressure. The squared magni-

168tude of backscattered pressure is converted to

169differential backscatter cross-section per unit

170volume (units m�1). While the mechanism respon-

171sible for scattering has not been identified with

172certainty, it is very likely due to Rayleigh scattering

173by individual particles in the plume [Palmer,

1741996]. This mechanism is not central to the present

175work, and it is possible that the backscattered

176signal is due at least in part to temperature fluctua-

177tions characteristic of the turbulent plume structure

178[Oeschger and Goodman, 2003] or to random

179density fluctuations resulting from mass loading

180by the particulates. Random salinity structure may

181be less important owing to the relatively small

182contrast of the vent fluid with ambient water

183(5 psu), but should not be discounted at this point.

184Whatever the scattering mechanism, the primary

185assumption made here, as in most Doppler mea-

186surements, is that the scattering structures are

187passive tracers advected by the flow. This is the

188case for Rayleigh scattering provided gravitational

189settling of the particles is negligible and is plausible

190for scattering by random structure, as the scale of the

191structure responsible for backscatter (not including

192particulate Rayleigh scattering) is one-half the

193acoustic wavelength, or about 3.75 mm. As will

194be seen, the backscatter cross-section data were

195used to determine the plume centerline, a first step

196in compensating for ambient current.

1973. Measurement of Vertical Velocity

198[9] Doppler shift provides a measurement of the

199component of velocity along the sonar line of sight,

200here denoted the ‘‘radial component’’. Geometric

201corrections can then be applied to determine the

202vertical component of velocity. Doppler shift can

203be estimated using conventional ‘‘incoherent’’ pro-

204cessing in which the first moment of the signal

205spectrum is estimated from the phase of the com-

206plex covariance [Rummler, 1968; Pinkel and Smith,

2071992]. Although the processing algorithm

208employed is not new, some details will be given

209in the Appendix in order to completely specify the

210method. As mentioned earlier, the novel aspect of

211this work is not in signal processing, but in the

212geometric methods used to determine the spatial

213dependence of the vertical component of velocity

Figure 1. Illustration of the use of multiple sonar
receiving beams to provide resolution in azimuth, with
the sonar platform (the ROV Jason) stationary on the
seafloor, and with mechanical scanning used to provide
resolution in elevation.
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214 from single-direction sonar data. As outlined in the

215 Appendix, the covariance was estimated by aver-

216 aging over a time window of length, T. For all

217 results reported here, this window width was

218 chosen such that the corresponding range interval,

219 (cT/2) was 2 m, where c = 1490 m/s is the speed of

220 sound. In order to reduce statistical fluctuation in

221 the covariance estimate, further averaging was

222 performed over the pings within a burst (10 or

223 16). An expression for the precision of the Doppler

224 shift estimate in terms of the averaging window

225 width and number of pings is given in the Appen-

226 dix. To differentiate between other sources of error,

227 this error will be denoted intrinsic error, as it is

228 determined by sample size and cannot be reduced

229 by, e.g., filtering or an increase in transmitter

230 power. Another important source of error is noise,

231 of which two different types were evident. Occa-

232 sional impulsive noise events were simply edited

233 out by omitting all data from the affected burst.

234 These were short pulses originating in the machin-

235 ery on board JASON, but it is not certain whether

236 they were electronic or acoustic in nature. Tonal

237 noise was present in all data, and was reduced by

238 means of narrow-band notch filtering. As the

239 residual noise is non-random, theoretical estimates

240 of RMS error due to noise are of little value. Error

241 due to residual noise was estimated by applying the

242 Doppler estimation algorithm to portions of the

243 echo that were deemed essentially free of useful

244 signal. This procedure will be illustrated with an

245 example from the Grotto data set. Another major

246 source of error results from turbulent fluctuations

247 in the plume structure. Again, theoretical error

248 estimates are of little value, so sample variance

249 estimates are used to determine the corresponding

250 uncertainties in measured velocity. These variances

251 incorporate fluctuations due to three main causes:

252 plume structure variations, noise, and the intrinsic

253 error discussed above.

254 [10] To reduce the effect of unwanted echos from

255 the edifice returning through sonar sidelobes, the

256 coherent average of the signals received from each

257 burst is subtracted from each member of the burst.

258 In effect, this removes the zero-Doppler component

259 of the signal, suppressing signal energy coming

260 from the (unmoving) edifice. A similar strategy is

261employed for plume imaging of the backscatter

262cross-section, but the residual sidelobe signal is still

263sufficient to mask the plume at heights below 5 m.

264[11] The sonar system provides 3-D spatial resolu-

265tion, but only resolves one component of velocity,

266the ‘‘radial’’ component (the component along the

267sonar line-of-sight). The method used to determine

268vertical velocity is discussed in the Appendix. In

269this method, the plume ‘‘centerline’’ is estimated as

270the locus of maximum (with respect to the horizon-

271tal coordinates) backscatter cross-section data taken

272from an imaging data run contiguous in time with

273the Doppler data run of interest. A crucial assump-

274tion is made at this stage: the centerline is assumed

275to be a streamline. With this assumption, the Dopp-

276ler and centerline data suffice to determine all three

277components of the velocity vector at each point

278along the centerline. Finally, it is assumed that the

279horizontal components of the centerline velocity are

280equal to the ambient current. Thus the measured

281radial component of velocity can be corrected by

282subtracting the radial component of the ambient

283current velocity, and the vertical component of

284velocity is obtained by dividing by the sine of the

285elevation angle of the point of interest.

286[12] The assumption that flow velocity (after sub-

287traction of ambient current) is vertical introduces

288error owing to contamination by the horizontal

289components of plume velocity. Horizontal growth

290of the plume with height demands an intrinsic

291horizontal particulate velocity directed away from

292the centerline. As shown in the Appendix, the error

293in flux determinations due to neglect of the hori-

294zontal velocity component is only about 2%.

295[13] After processing to estimate vertical velocity,

296the data are transformed from the sonar coordinate

297system to a system aligned with earth coordinates

298with the sonar at the origin. This transformation

299uses platform attitude and heading data. After

300coordinate transformation, the data are resampled

301onto 2-D or 3-D grids.

3024. Three-Dimensional Data

303[14] Three-dimensional images showing isosurfa-

304ces of vertical velocity for two successive sweeps
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305 of the main Grotto plume are shown in Figure 2.

306 These data are from measurement run 111, 25 July

307 2000, 22:34 GMT; subsequent sweeps were lost

308 due to a malfunction. The processed data were

309 placed on a grid with 0.5 m spacing. With only two

310 sweeps available, each sweep was treated as a

311 snapshot, and no averaging was performed. Using

312 the expression given in the Appendix, the intrinsic

313 RMS velocity imprecision is 14 cm/s for the 3-D

314 measurements. This large error is due to the small

315 amount of averaging relative to that used in acous-

316 tic Doppler current profilers [Hansen, 1986]. This

317 error is comparable in magnitude to the estimated

318 velocities; consequently, the 3-D snapshots can

319 only provide an approximate picture of the plume

320 velocity structure. Given the measurement error

321and the fact that the plume was nearly vertical

322during the measurements, the ambient velocity

323correction procedure outlined in the Appendix

324was not applied. The first sweep in Figure 2 reveals

325an event in which a volume of high velocity fluid

326was transported to rather high elevation in the

327plume. The next sweep shows velocity isosurfaces

328without the pronounced bulge at greater elevation.

329In interpreting these images it must be noted that

330they are formed by sweeping from one elevation

331extreme to another (low to high for the first sweep,

332high to low for the second) with a time of 6 min

333between the midpoints of the two sweeps. As a

334consequence, these images are not really instanta-

335neous snapshots. The thresholding that defines the

336isosurfaces creates the illusion of well-defined

Figure 2. Isosurfaces of vertical velocity for the main Grotto plume. The panels on the left show the velocity
structure of the first sweep, and the panels on the right-hand side show the second sweep, approximately 6 min later.
The origin of the coordinate system is at the sonar, with x-coordinate increasing from �5 to 15 m toward the east and
the y-coordinate increasing from 5 to 25 m toward the north. The vertical scale is the height above the sonar in m. The
sonar was at a depth of 2191 m, approximately 2 m below the vent, at UTM coordinates 492618 m E, 5310655 m N.
As indicated at the top of each panel, the velocity isosurfaces were evaluated at 15 cm/s and 25 cm/s.
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337 volumes, but it must be remembered that the spatial

338 resolution provided by the sonar is 1.4� in angle

339 and 2 m in range, or about 0.5 m � 0.5 m � 2 m at

340 20 m range. This causes some spreading of the

341 plume images, but this distortion is small compared

342 to the other measurement errors.

343 [15] Three-dimensional Doppler data having better

344 statistics than those of the present example would

345 be of great value in testing plume models, allowing

346 comparison of profiles of vertical velocity and

347 volume flux with model predictions. With 16-ping

348 bursts, averaging over 10 sweeps would reduce

349 the intrinsic RMS velocity imprecision to about

350 3.5 cm/s, an acceptable value. With the rotator

351 system used in VIP 2000, this would require a

352 data gathering period of about 1 hour, raising

353 questions as to stability of the plume over such a

354 long time period. More rapid scanning is possible,

355 in principle.

356 5. Two-Dimensional Data

357 [16] In the 2-D measurements, 16 pings were trans-

358 mitted in short bursts and averaging over a total

359 of 75 bursts reduced the intrinsic RMS velocity

360 imprecision to a value of 1.3 cm/s, sufficiently low

361 to allow quantitative analysis. Figure 3 shows a 2-D

362 ‘‘slice’’ through the plume from run 168 on 27 July

363 2000, 02:43 GMT. The sonar elevation angle was

364 37�, and the sonar was at a depth of 2187 m,

365 approximately 2 m below the vent, at UTM coor-

366 dinates 492611 m E, 5310654 m N. All slices in the

367 figure are projected onto a horizontal plane and

368 gridded with 0.5-m spacing. The upper left panel

369 shows the estimated mean vertical velocity, with the

370 white dashed line indicating the constant-range

371 one-dimensional (1-D) slice to be discussed later.

372 The upper right panel shows the volume scattering

373 strength (the decibel equivalent of backscatter

374 cross-section, that is, the cross-section is operated

375 on with 10 log10) with the white line indicating the

376 plume centerline projected onto a horizontal plane.

377 The lower right panel indicates the RMS error in the

378 mean estimate of the upper left panel due to all

379 causes, including variability of the flow over the

380 measurement period. The lower left panel shows

381 the portion of this error that is due to noise and

382signal fluctuation (intrinsic error). The noise contri-

383bution was estimated by applying the Doppler pro-

384cessing algorithm to a portion of the sonar field of

385view containing no evident plume return and scaling

386the resulting variance by the inverse of 75 and the

387inverse of the signal level (the estimated backscatter

388cross-section). The sharp edge of the velocity map is

389due to the windowing discussed below and does not

390indicate the true spatial resolution. Resolution is

391roughly 2 m in range (distance from origin) and

3920.5 m in the perpendicular direction.

393[17] To quantify tipping of the plume due to

394ambient current, the plume centerline was estimat-

395ed by fitting a second-order polynomial to the peak

396backscatter cross-section data taken from a 3-D run

397made 20 min before run 168. This centerline spans

398the height range 5–30 m and is shown as the short

399curve in the upper right panel of Figure 3, white

400above the slice plane and black below. The center-

401line passes though the slice plane at a height of

40216 m above the vents. The plume has a slight tilt

403(about 4� at 16 m height) toward NNE due to

404ambient current. Using the unit vector tangent to

405the centerline and the measured radial component

406of velocity, the mean velocity vector on the cen-

407terline at a height 16 m above the vents is (0.9, 1.5,

40818.7) cm/s (E, N, and upward) with error of about

4091 cm/s for the horizontal components and error of

410about 2 cm/s for the vertical component. The

411vertical velocities shown in the upper left panel

412were obtained using the procedure detailed in the

413Appendix. The velocity data have been windowed

414to include only the region for which the backscatter

415cross-section is larger than 4% of its peak (central)

416value. This is done in order to insure that the

417signal/noise is sufficiently high for accurate Dopp-

418ler estimation. The lower right panel of Figure 3

419shows the total RMS error computed as the sample

420standard deviation divided by the square root of 75.

421This fluctuation includes all sources of random

422error and falls in the range 1–3 cm/s. It is domi-

423nated by fluctuation in the plume velocity structure

424as can be seen by inspection of the lower left panel

425of Figure 3. This panel shows that the error due to

426noise and signal fluctuation (intrinsic error) is

427small in comparison to the total error. Recall that

428the intrinsic RMS error due to signal fluctuation is
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429 1.3 cm/s, and accounts for most of the error

430 depicted in the lower-left panel.

431 [18] The net volume flux of fluid though the 2-D

432 slice surface can be found by integrating the

433 vertical velocity over the horizontal coordinates.

434 The estimated mean flux is 5.5 m3/s with an RMS

435 statistical error (computed from the sample vari-

436 ance of the fluxes of each of the 75 bursts) of 0.4

437 m3/s. There is a slight upward bias in this flux

438 estimate owing to its computation over an inclined,

439rather than horizontal plane. Owing to entrainment,

440volume flux increases with height at a rate faster

441than the first power of height. Thus the excess flux

442over the higher portion of the plane is not fully

443compensated by the reduced flux over the lower

444portion. Computations using the present geometry

445and the model of Morton et al. [1956] as modified

446by Speer and Rona [1989] show that this bias in

447the flux estimate should only be about 1%. A more

448significant issue is the possible mixing of the

449smoker plume with the clear, hot water emanating

Figure 3. Two-dimensional slices though the Main Grotto plume at a sonar elevation angle of 37�. The upper left
panel shows the estimated mean vertical velocity (cm/s, linear scale) with dashed line indicating the constant-range
1-D slice to be displayed in other figures. The upper right panel shows the volume scattering strength (the decibel
equivalent of backscatter cross-section). The short white line shows the portion of the plume centerline above the
slice plane; the shorter black line the portion below. The lower right panel indicates the RMS error (cm/s) in the mean
estimate of the upper left panel, and the lower left panel shows the portion of this error (cm/s) that is due to noise. The
x- and y-coordinates are in m (east and north) defined relative to Jason, which occupied a different position than for
the data of Figure 2.
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450 from the flanks of the edifice. As noted earlier, it is

451 possible that this contributes significantly to the

452 measured flux and may complicate comparisons

453 with models. Dividing the measured volume flux

454 by the initial flux computed from initial velocity

455 and equivalent orfice diameter, the flux has

456 increased by a factor 175 at a height of 16 m.

457 This entrainment ratio is consistent with prelimi-

458 nary calculations using the model mentioned

459 above, but is substantially smaller than the ratios

460 reported for a plume on the North Cleft Segment

461 of the Juan de Fuca Ridge [Feely et al., 1994],

462 which were of the order of 1000 at heights similar

463 to that of the present case.

464 [19] The dashed circular arc in the upper left panel of

465 Figure 3 indicates the locus of data chosen for one-

466 dimensional plots of the velocity field. These data

467 were extracted from a single range bin of the ungrid-

468 deddata. Figure 4 shows themeanvelocitywith error

469 bars corresponding to the total error depicted in the

470 lower right panel of Figure 3. The zero values of

471 velocity are not actual estimates, they merely define

472 the region for which error was deemed too large for

473 analysis. This is the region defined by the 2-D

474 window discussed earlier. This velocity profile is

475consistent with the Gaussian shape observed in

476laboratory measurements [Papanicolaou and List,

4771988], but the errors are too large to permit a definite

478comparison. The measured diameter/height ratio

479(0.2) at 16 m height is consistent with values

480obtained by the Flow Mow group [Stahr et al.,

4812002] for the main Grotto plume at a height of

48240 m. The broadening due to sonar resolution can

483be estimated as approximately 0.04 m by adding the

484true width and the resolution in quadrature.

4856. Discussion

486[20] The primary measurement issue addressed in

487this work is whether a sonar without multiple

488intersecting beams (as needed to measure the

489velocity vector at a point in space) can measure

490the vertical velocity structure of a high-temperature

491hydrothermal plume. This has been shown to be

492possible by taking advantage of the particular

493structure of hydrothermal plumes. A method has

494been demonstrated for correcting bias due to

495ambient current using concurrent sonar backscatter

496strength images to determine the tilt of the plume

497centerline, in effect using the plume itself to

Figure 4. Mean velocity field along the 1-D slice indicated in Figure 4. Representative errors bars are shown for a
few data points.
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498 measure ambient current. The actual cause of

499 backscattering has not been determined, and may

500 be either due to Rayleigh scattering by particulates,

501 or to turbulent fluctuations on millimeter scales in

502 temperature, salinity or particle concentration.

503 [21] The Doppler measurements reported here

504 used a multibeam imaging sonar to obtain 2-D

505 and 3-D measurements of plume flow velocity

506 fields that cannot be achieved by conventional

507 means. The 3-D measurements show temporal

508 variability in the gross plume structure on time-

509 scales of minutes. The 2-D data provide a volume

510 flux of 5.5 m3/s at a height of 16 m. Comparison

511 with models such as that of Morton et al. [1956]

512 will have to confront uncertainties arising from

513 multiple sources, including nearby diffuse flow.

514 [22] The primary source of error in the 2-D meas-

515 urements was the inherent fluctuation in plume

516 structure, but was sufficiently small (about 3 cm/s)

517 to permit quantitative analysis. The error in the 3-D

518 data reported here was larger than that of the 2-D

519 measurements and was primarily due to small

520 sample size. This error can be reduced to acceptable

521 values in future measurements by lengthening

522 observation times to about 1 hour or by using

523 more rapid scanning of the plume than was possible

524 in the VIP 2000 experiment. Such measurements

525 would permit estimation of vertical profiles of

526 velocity and transport and should be particularly

527 useful in testing plume models and calculating

528 fluxes [Morton et al., 1956; Turner, 1986; Speer

529 and Rona, 1989; McDuff, 1995]. The integrated

530 product of vertical velocity and backscatter cross-

531 section is proportional to particulate flux if the

532 Rayleigh scattering mechanism is dominant. If the

533 suspended particles are a conservative tracer, this

534 flux would be independent of height. Settling of

535 larger particles would be noted as a diminution of

536 this flux with height.

537 Appendix

538 [23] This appendix give details of the Doppler

539 estimation algorithm, the precision of this estimate,

540 and the assumptions and calculations used to

541 deduce the vertical component of velocity from

542 the measured radial component.

543[24] The Doppler shift in radians/s, wD, is given by

544the following estimator, where ‘‘arg[A]’’ denotes

545the phase angle in radians of the complex number A.

wD ¼ 1

Dt
arg

XNb

b¼1

XNp

p¼1

ZtþT=2

t�T=2

Sbp t0ð ÞSbp* t0 þ Dtð Þdt0

2
64

3
75 ðA1Þ

547In practice, the time integral is replaced by a sum

548over time domain samples, but the sampling rate

549for the data presented here was sufficiently high

550(32 kHz) that the sum approximates the integral

551accurately. In the usual fashion, the radial compo-

552nent of velocity, Vr, is found from the Doppler shift

553as follows:

Vr ¼
cwD

2w0

; ðA2Þ

554where w0 is the center frequency of the sonar

556expressed in rad/s. In (A1), Sbp(t) is the demodu-

557lated (baseband) signal whose phase angle and

558magnitude are equal to the time-varying phase and

559amplitude of the received time domain signal, such

560that the true signal is the real part of Sbp(t)

561exp(�iw0t). The sampling interval is denoted Dt,

562the index p denotes the ping number within a

563‘‘burst’’ consisting of Np pings, and b denotes the

564‘‘burst’’ number, with the total number of bursts

565being Nb. For the 3-D data reported here, Np = 10,

566Nb = 1 and, for the 2-D data Np = 16, Nb = 75. The

567range to the center of the volume at which Doppler

568shift is estimated is (ct/2).

569[25] An expression for the precision of the Doppler

570shift estimate can be derived by assuming the sonar

571signal is a complex Gaussian random process and

572then computing the second moment of the covari-

573ance estimate (A1). This involves a fourth moment

574of the signal. The result is

s2w ¼ 2=t� 1= 2Tð Þ
NbNpT

: ðA3Þ

576This expression can be obtained from the more

577general analysis of Miller and Rochwarger [1972]

578after significant manipulation of their equation

579(30). The angular frequency variance, sw
2, is in

580units rad2/s2, t is the pulse length (1.2 ms), T is the

581averaging window width (2.7 ms), and the product

582NbNp is the number of independent measurements
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583 used in forming the estimate. The error represented

584 by sw
2 will be denoted intrinsic error. Finally, the

585 imprecision in velocity estimates due to intrinsic

586 error is

DV ¼ csw
2w0

: ðA4Þ

588 The method used to determine the vertical

589 component velocity given the radial component is

590 illustrated in Figure A1, in which the coordinate

591 system is centered on the sonar with x axis in the

592 plane of the line of sight. The point ‘‘P’’ in the

593 figure represents an arbitrary point in the plume.

594 As a first step in determining vertical velocity,

595 ambient horizontal current is estimated from

596 bending of the plume at the point ‘‘C’’ at the same

597 height as P. First, the plume ‘‘centerline’’, indicated

598 by a heavy, curved, dashed line in Figure A1a, is

599estimated from 3-D backscatter cross-section data.

600Using 3-D gridded backscatter cross-section data,

601the horizontal (x and y) coordinates corresponding

602to the maximum backscatter cross-section at each

603value of the vertical (z) coordinate are determined.

604Second-order polynomials are fitted to x(z) and y(z)

605to define the centerline. The term ‘‘centerline’’ is a

606misnomer in cases of strong ambient current, as the

607plume may depart substantially from axisymmetry.

608Next, the radial component of velocity is also

609evaluated at C on the centerline, and the velocity

610vector on the centerline is assumed tangent to the

611centerline. The Doppler and centerline data are

612then used to determine all three components of the

613velocity vector at C according to the equation

Vc ¼
Vrc

êc � êrc
êc: ðA5Þ

Figure A1. Schematic illustration of (a) method of determining ambient velocity, Va, assumed to be the same
at points C and P, and (b) coordinate system used to obtain equation (7) for the contamination of the estimated
vertical velocity, Vz, by the intrinsic horizontal component of velocity, Vr, responsible for spreading of the plume. In
Figure A1a, the plume centerline is denoted by the heavy, curved dashed line, and the approximate plume boundaries
are denoted by lighter, wavy dashed lines.
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615 In (A5), Vc is the velocity vector at C, a function of

616 height, z, Vrc is the measured radial velocity at

617 height, z, on the centerline, êc is a unit vector

618 tangent to the centerline, and êrc is a unit vector

619 pointing from the sonar to the centerline at C. It

620 should be noted that the ambient current correction

621 does not require detailed information on the

622 development of plume tilt over lower heights.

623 Finally, it is assumed that the horizontal compo-

624 nents of the centerline velocity are equal to the

625 ambient current, that is, with reference to

626 Figure A1, Vax = Vr0 � x̂, Vay = Vr0 � ŷ where x̂

627 and ŷ are the usual Cartesian unit vectors. Thus the

628 measured radial component of velocity is corrected

629 by subtracting the radial component of the ambient

630 current velocity, and the vertical component of

631 velocity is obtained by dividing by the sine of the

632 elevation angle of the point, P, in question:

Vz ¼
Vr � Vrc êc0 � x̂ð Þ êr � x̂ð Þ þ êc0 � ŷð Þ êr � x̂ð Þ½ 


sin q
; ðA6Þ

633 where sin q = êr � ẑ. Here, quantities that do not

635 bear the subscript c are defined for any arbitrary

636 point, P, over the entire observation volume, while

637 those having this subscript are to be evaluated on

638 the centerline at the z-coordinate of interest, but are

639 independent of x and y. The unit vector êr points

640 from the sonar to each observation point. It should

641 be remembered that, while the ambient current is

642 assumed to be constant with respect to the

643 horizontal coordinates (x, y), it is not assumed to

644 be constant with respect to height, z.

645 [26] Horizontal growth of the plume with height

646 demands an intrinsic horizontal particulate velocity

647 directed away from the centerline. The velocity is

648 assumed to vanish on the centerline, but must

649 increase with radial distance to a value whose ratio

650 with respect to the vertical component may be

651 roughly estimated as equal to the radius/height

652 ratio, a/z, of the plume. Using a new coordinate

653 system, defined in Figure A1b, geometric consid-

654 erations can be used to show that the numerator of

655 (A6) (the corrected radial velocity component) is

Vl ¼ sin q Vz þ
rþ R cosj

z
Vr

	 

; ðA7Þ

657 where R is the horizontal distance between the

658 sonar and plume centerline at point C, and q is the

659elevation angle of the line of sight between the

660sonar and the measurement point, P. This point has

661cylindrical coordinates (r, j, z) with respect to the

662centerline, with z being the height of P above the

663sonar (not the vent orfice). In this coordinate

664system, Vz and Vr are the vertical and horizontal

665(outward) components of velocity. The factor sin q
666is removed by the correction defined in (A6),

667leaving the term containing Vr as a contaminant.

668This term has two parts: the first part is propor-

669tional to the radius/height ratio r/z, a small number,

670and the second part is proportional to the range/

671height ratio, R/z, a number of order unity in the

672measurements to be discussed. As noted above, the

673horizontal velocity is smaller than the vertical

674velocity by a factor of approximately a/z, where a

675is the plume radius at the height in question. Here it

676has been assumed that the sonar is approximately

677at the same depth as the vent, as in these

678measurements. It follows that the fractional errors

679corresponding to the two terms are of order (a/z)2

680and a/z. From the results to be given, a/z is about

6810.13, so the fractional errors represented by the first

682and second terms are roughly 0.017 and 0.13,

683respectively. The larger error term does not

684contribute to flux determinations, which involve

685integrating over horizontal coordinates, hence

686averaging over azimuthal angle. Thus the error in

687flux determinations due the geometric factors

688treated here is only about 2%, and will be a

689positive bias in this amount.
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